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Facts about this Recording

Svetlanov was born in Moscow and studied conducting at the Moscow Conservatory. From 1955 he 
conducted at the Bolshoi Theatre, being appointed principal conductor there in 1962. From 1965 he was 
principal conductor of the USSR State Symphony Orchestra (now the Russian State Symphony Orchestra). In 
1979 he was appointed principal guest conductor of the London Symphony Orchestra. Svetlanov was also 
music director of the Residentie Orchestra (The Hague) from 1992 to 2000 and the Swedish Radio 
Symphony Orchestra from 1997 to 1999.

culture of Russia, Mikhail Shvydkoi. The reason given was that Svetlanov was spending too much time 
conducting abroad and not enough time in Moscow.

Svetlanov was particularly noted for his interpretations of Russian works – he covered the whole range of 
Russian music, from Mikhail Glinka to the present day. He was also one of the few Russian conductors to 
conduct the entire symphonic output of Gustav Mahler.

His own compositions included a String quartet (1948), Daugava, Symphonic Poem (1952), Siberian Fantasy for Orchestra, Op. 9 (1953), Images d'Espagne, 
rhapsody for orchestra (1954), Symphony (1956), Festive Poem (1966),[1] Russian Variations for harp and orchestra (1975), Piano concerto in c minor (1976) and 
Poem for violin and orchestra "To the Memory of David Oistrakh" (1975) among other works.

Nikolai Medtner's piano music.
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During the composition of the symphony, Tchaikovsky wrote to his patroness, Nadezhda von Meck, 
that he wanted "very much" to dedicate it to her, and that he would write on it "Dedicated to My Best 
Friend". He had begun composing the symphony not long after von Meck had entered his life. He 
would complete it in the aftermath of his catastrophic marriage and claimed she would find in it "an 
echo of your most intimate thoughts and emotions." The dedication was significant in more than one 
way. One important facet of the paternalistic nature of Russian society was that, in artistic patronage, 
patron and artist were considered equals. Dedications of works to patrons were not gestures of 
humble gratitude but expressions of artistic partnership. By dedicating the Fourth Symphony to her, he 
was affirming her as an equal partner in its creation.
It is also due to von Meck that, at her request, Tchaikovsky wrote a program explaining the 
symphony. This action encouraged numerous writers to quote it instead of focusing on the symphony's 
purely musical qualities, including what Hans Keller termed "one of the most towering symphonic 
structures in our whole literature" in the opening movement. This program hindered acceptance of the 
symphony for many years, prejudicing Alfred Einstein and other musicologists against it.
Despite its overall negative impact on the symphony, the composer's program gives one very telling 
clue regarding the work's musical architecture. Assertions to the effect that "the first movement 
represents Fate" are oversimplifications: according to a letter the composer wrote to Madame von 
Meck in 1878, it is actually the fanfare first heard at the opening ("the kernel, the quintessence, the 
chief thought of the whole symphony") that stands for "Fate", with this being "the fatal power which 
prevents one from attaining the goal of happiness ... There is nothing to be done but to submit to it 
and lament in vain". As the composer explained it, the programme of the first movement is—"rough-
ly"—that "all life is an unbroken alternation of hard reality with swiftly passing dreams and visions of 
happiness ...". He went on: "No haven exists ... Drift upon that sea until itengulfs and submerges you 
in its depths".
The composer's description of the symphony's opening fanfare as a metaphor for "Fate" becomes 
more telling in the context of a letter he wrote Sergei Taneyev. He wrote Taneyev that the Fourth 
Symphony was both program music and a reflection of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony in the central idea 
of its program. Keller has mentioned a parallel between the four-note motif which opens Beethoven's 
Fifth and the fanfare at the outset of Tchaikovsky's Fourth. Like Beethoven, Tchaikovsky uses his 
fanfare as a structural marker. Moreover, because of both the length and unorthodox form of the 
symphony, he may have felt using such a marker was a musical necessity.

The Fourth Symphony is where Tchaikovsky's struggles with Western sonata form came to a 
head. In some ways he was not alone. The Romantics in general were never natural symphonists 
because music was to them primarily evocative and biographical. Western musical form, as 
developed primarily by Germanic composers, was analytical and architectural; it simply was not 
designed to handle the personal emotions the Romantics wished to express. The difference with 
Tchaikovsky was that while the other Romantics remained generally autobiographical in what they 
wanted to express, he became more specific and, consequently, more intense.
In his first three symphonies he had striven to stay within strict Western form. The turbulent 
changes in his personal life, including his marital crisis, now led him to write music so strongly 
personal and expressive that structural matters could not stay as they had been. Beginning with 
the Fourth Symphony, the symphony served as a human document—dramatic, autobiographical, 
concerned not with everyday things but with things psychological. This was because Tchaikovsky's 
creative impulses had become unprecedentedly personal, urgent, capable of enormous expressive 
forcefulness, even violence.
Along with this emotional urgency came an unprecedented flow of melody. Here, Tchaikovsky 
developed his gift for tunefulness more freely and deployed it more liberally than he had 
previously. Paradoxically, this great asset also became his greatest enemy in terms of form. A 
melody is complete on its own terms. Because of this completeness, it stands apart from other 
themes meant not only to contrast, but more importantly to interact and build upon one another 
naturally. This dominance of one melody can ruin the balance and proportion Western classical 
composers considered the proper beauties of sonata form.
The combination of emotional urgency and supercharged melody precluded musical development 
not only because of the completeness of the melody, but also because the melody's emotional 
content was already in full bloom, with all the emotional and musical interest it could bear. Since 
musical development is a creative unfolding of the latent possibilities—rhythmic, melodic and 
harmonic—of contrasting themes, there was literally nothing to develop further. The only course of 
action left was to substitute repetition for true development—in other words, to say again in a 
different way what has already been said and to trust the beauty and significance of what are 
fundamentally variations to supply the place of a development section as demanded by sonata 
form.
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Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 4 •  USSR Symphony Orchestra conducted by Yevgeny Svetlanov

I. Andante sostenuto; Moderato
II. Andantino in modo di canzona
III. Scherzo, pizzicato ostinato
IV. Finale: Allegro con fuoco
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